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In the past few years, workspace has become one of the hottest and most challenging 
topics in the business recovery market.  For many businesses today, providing a 
complete solution to keep employees working through a disaster and staying connected 
can be overwhelming.

Walt Thomasson, a recognized authority on workspace strategies, has been developing 
and implementing workspace solutions for the recovery market for over 10 years.  Walt’s 
presentation will walk you through current market trends in workspace recovery, from 
simple in-house cafeteria plans to complex international multi-vendor solutions.  

Walt will provide insight into negotiating third-party vendor contracts, as well as 
discussing some of the cost and risks involved in the various options from ‘doing nothing’
to working with multiple recovery providers.  His presentation will provide you a guide to 
help determine what strategy can be the right option for your business.  



What is Workspace

• Physical Space
• Technology
• Communications



Physical Space – Working Environment

• Home
• Office
• Vehicle 
• Trailer



Technology to Access Data

• End-User Equipment
• Communication Equipment
• Servers, Data Center Equipment



Communications – Voice and Data

• Lan
• Wireless
• Satellite



Workspace Strategies

• Ad Hoc “No Plan”
• Internal Location
• Reciprocal Agreement 

with Another Business
• 3rd Party Vendor



Ad Hoc

Recover at Time of Event and Determine What’s 
Needed When Crisis Hits

• Physical Space
• Technology
• Communications
• Testing



Internal Location

Conference Room, Cafeteria, Work From Home, 
Secondary Office Site

• Physical Space
• Technology
• Communications
• Testing



Reciprocal Agreement with Another 
Business

Reciprocal Agreement with Another Local or Regional 
Business

• Physical Space
• Technology
• Communications
• Testing



3rd Party Vendor

Brick and Mortar Alternative Workspace, Modular 
Building, Mobile Recovery Center

• Physical Space
• Technology

• Communications
• Testing



3rd Party Vendor

Contractual Commitments

• Risk
• Over-Subscription



Lessons Learned

• People
• Housing
• Families
• Fuel
• Running Water
• Location
• Pandemic



Question and Answer



Company / Speaker Information

Rentsys Recovery Services, Inc. is the premier nationwide continuity provider of true mobile recovery solutions. Our 
services focus on the recovery of clients' critical business processes using our Mobile Recovery Centers with 
comprehensive satellite data and voice communications.  In addition to our expansive and flexible mobile fleet options, we 
also have fixed facilities located throughout the US and a QuickShip program that includes an extensive inventory of tier-
one technology available on-site within hours of a disaster.  

As a leader in the disaster recovery industry, we understand the importance of a reliable service provider.  All our services 
are designed to ensure the seamless recovery of what is most vital to your daily business operations.  With locations 
nationwide and a staff of talented field technicians, we are well prepared to recovery your facility and hardware needs in the 
event of a disaster.

Walt Thomasson serves as Director for College Station, TX - based Rentsys Recovery Services, Inc., a leading provider of 
mobile, QuickShip and business recovery centers. With over a decade of experience in the BCP/DR industry, he is a 
leading expert on mobile solutions and workspace recovery strategies. His experience and knowledge has grown through 
planning for and successfully recovering businesses from varied disasters including Y2K, 9/11, the 2003 Blackouts and 
Katrina.  Walt is an active presenter of recovery topics, presenting at ACP Meetings across the country and for several 
industry conferences.

www.rentsysrecovery.com
recovery.services@rentsys.com

mobile recovery
quickship
communications
recovery facilities


